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SIMPLE ANALYTIC EVALUATIONOF THE INTEGRALS IN THE GAUSSIAN MODELOF BOSE�EINSTEIN CORRELATIONS�K. ZalewskiM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, PolandandInstitute of Nulear Physis, Kawiory 26a, 30-055 Kraków, Polande-mail: zalewski�if.uj.edu.pl(Reeived February 20, 2002)A generating funtion for produts of Hermite polynomials is used tosigni�antly simplify the evaluation of the integrals Gn(p; p0) ourring inthe Gaussian model of multiple partile prodution. These integrals areruial for studies of multi-partile e�ets in Bose�Einstein orrelations.PACS numbers: 25.75.Gz, 13.65.+i1.Bose�Einstein orrelations in multiple partile prodution proesses area �eld of intense study. For reent reviews see [1�4℄. An important sub�eldis the study of multi-partile e�ets on multipliity and momenta distribu-tions. Here exatly soluble models are a onvenient starting point. A solublemodel, whih is partiularly popular, is the Gaussian model [5�13℄. In thismodel all the integrations are Gaussian and onsequently an be performedanalytially. The generi integral isGn(p; p0) = Z �(p; k1)dk1�(k1; k2) � � � dkn�1�(kn�1; p0) ; (1)where �(p; p0) = 1p2��2 exp�� K22�2 � 12R2q2� ; (2)� Partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) grantno. 2 P03B 09322. (1361)



1362 K. Zalewskiwith K = p+ p02 ; q = p� p0 : (3)The onstants R2 and �2 are real and positive. For simpliity we start withthe one-dimensional ase. In the Gaussian model the transition to threedimensions is trivial. It is seen that the integrals Gn are Gaussian andonsequently an be performed analytially. One needs, however, a losedformula valid for any n. This is more di�ult to obtain. Zimányi andCsörgö [6, 7℄ following some suggestions from Pratt [5℄ onstruted a sys-tem of reurrene relations for three series of parameters and after a ratherlengthy alulation got a formula for the integrals, whih an be written ina fairly simple form [12℄. Wiedemann [13℄ applied suessfully the MATHE-MATICA program diretly to the integrals Gn. In the present note we pointout that a very short derivation of the formula for the integrals Gn an begiven, if a mathematial identity for Hermite polynomials is made use of.This work is an extension of the method used in [8, 9℄.2.An identity, valid for jzj < 12 , is�(x; y; z) � 1Xn=0 znn!Hn(x)Hn(y)= 1p1� 4z2 exp��4z z(x2 + y2)� xy1� 4z2 � : (4)A onvenient starting point to hek this formula is the de�nition of theHermite polynomials in the form [14℄1Hn(z) = 2np� +1Z�1 (z + it)n e�t2dt : (5)After substituting it into (4) the summation over n gives an exponentialand it is enough to perform a double Gaussian integral to get the right-handside. The funtion �(x; y; z) is de�ned by this formula.1 In this edition of the tables the power of two is mistakenly written as n=2 insteadof n. In order to hek the formula it is enough to expand the binomial into powersof z, integrate term by term and ompare the oe�ients with the formulae givenin [15℄.



Simple Analyti Evaluation of 13633.For any orthonormal set of funtions  n(p) and any set of nonnegativenumbers �n satisfying the normalization onditionXn �n = 1 ; (6)the funtion �(p; p0) =Xn  n(p)�n �n(p0) (7)an be interpreted as a well-de�ned single-partile density matrix in themomentum representation. The funtions  n are its eigenfuntions and thenumbers �n are the orresponding eigenvalues. Let us hoose in partiular forthe funtions  n the energy eigenfuntions in the momentum representationof a one-dimensional harmoni osillator and for the numbers �n a geometriprogression [8, 9℄: n(p) =r �p�2nn! exp���2p22 �Hn(�p) ; �n = (1� z)zn : (8)It is assumed here that jzj < 1, so that the eigenvalues �n are orretlynormalized. The parameter � is positive. Its interpretation in terms ofthe mehanial parameters of the osillator is of no importane here. Thishoie orresponds to a single partile density matrix whih using (4) anbe written in the form�(p; p0) = �(1 � z)p� e� 12�2(p2+p02) �(�p; �p0; z2 ) ; (9)or substituting the de�nition of the funtion � and replaing the parametersp; p0 by the parameters K; q aording to (3)�(K; q) = �p�r1� z1 + z exp���2K2 1� z1 + z � �2q24 1 + z1� z� : (10)This density matrix di�ers only by notation from the density matrix (2).The orrespondene between the parameters is� =rR� ; z = v � 1v + 1 : (11)Following [12℄ we have introdued the notationv = 2�R � 1 ; (12)where the inequality follows from the unertainty priniple.



1364 K. Zalewski4.In order to alulate the funtion Gn(p; p0) let us note �rst that it is thep; p0 matrix element of the n-th power of the matrix �. Therefore, it has thesame eigenfuntions and its eigenvalues are n-th powers of the orrespondingeigenvalues of matrix �. ThusGn(p; p0) = 1Xk=0 k(p) k(p0)�nk= �(1� z)np� e� 12�2(p2+p02) �(�p; �p0; zn2 ) : (13)Substituting the de�nition of funtion � and hanging variables from p; p0to K; q we �ndGn(K; q) = �(1 � z)np�(1� z2n) exp���2K2 1� zn1 + zn � 14�2q2 1 + zn1� zn� : (14)It is onvenient to rewrite this formula in the form [12℄Gn(K; q) = np2��2 exp�� K22�2n � 12R2nq2� : (15)By omparison with the previous form �n = an�2; R2n = anR2 withan = 1v 1 + zn1� zn = 1v (v + 1)n + (v � 1)n(v + 1)n � (v � 1)n (16)and n = 2npvp(v + 1)2n � (v � 1)2n : (17)5.Let us add some omments.� As mentioned, the transition from the one-dimensional ase tod-dimensions is very simple. The density matrix (2) gets replaedby a produt�(~p; ~p0) = dYi=1 1q2��2i exp�� K2i2�2i � 12R2i q2� : (18)



Simple Analyti Evaluation of 1365Consequently, the integrals Gm from (1) fatorize and one obtains foreah Gm a produt of expressions (15), in general with di�erent valuesof �2 and v for eah fator.� For the harmoni osillator the energy eigenfuntions in the momen-tum representation and in the oordinate representation have the sameform. Besides the replaement of p by x, the interpretation of the pa-rameter � hanges, but this is irrelevant for the present analysis. Thus,the results given in the present paper an be used, after some hangesin notation, also for the study of Bose�Einstein orrelations in ordinaryspae.� Sine the energy eigenvalues of the harmoni osillator are equidis-tant, the orresponding Boltzmann fators form a geometrial pro-gression. Thus, formula (9) as well as the orresponding formula inthe oordinate representation, an be used to alulate the anonialdensity matrix for the harmoni osillator. Aording to Landau andLifszy [16℄, this alulation for the diagonal elements of the densitymatrix in the oordinate representation has been �rst performed byF. Bloh in year 1932.The author thanks Andrzej Bialas for ollaboration and stimulatingdisussions. REFERENCES[1℄ G. Baym, Ata Phys. Pol. B29, 1839 (1998).[2℄ U.A. Wiedemann, U. Heinz, Phys. Rep. 319, 145 (1999).[3℄ U. Heinz, B. Jaak, Annu. Rev. Nul. Part. Si. 49, 529 (1999).[4℄ R.M. Weiner, Phys. Rep. 327, 250 (2000).[5℄ S. Pratt, Phys. Lett. B301, 159 (1993).[6℄ T. Csörgö, J. Zimányi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 916 (1998).[7℄ J. Zimányi, T. Csörgö, Heavy Ion Physis 9, 241 (1999).[8℄ A. Bialas, K. Zalewski, Eur. Phys. J. C6, 349 (1999).[9℄ A. Bialas, K. Zalewski, Phys. Lett. 436, 153 (1998).[10℄ R. Ledniky et al., Phys. Rev. C61, 034901 (2000).[11℄ Q.H. Zhang, P. Sotto, U. Heinz, Phys. Rev. C58, 3757 (1998).[12℄ U. Heinz, P. Sotto, Q.H. Zhang, Ann. Phys. 288, 325 (2001).[13℄ U.A. Wiedemann, Phys. Rev. C57, 3324 (1998).
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